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ABSTRACT 
 
The Brazilian Multipurpose Reactor (BMR) is currently being projected and analyzed. It will be a 30 MW open 
pool multipurpose research reactor with a compact core using Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) type fuel 
assembly, with planar plates. BMR will be cooled by light water and moderated by beryllium and heavy water. 
This work presents the calculations of steady state operation of BMR using the RELAP5 model and also three 
transient cases of loss of flow accident (LOFA), in the primary cooling system. A LOFA may arise through 
failures associated with the primary cooling system pumps or through events resulting in a decrease in the 
primary coolant flow with the primary cooling system pumps functioning normally. The cases presented in this 
paper are: primary cooling system pump shaft seizure, failure of one primary cooling system pump motor and 
failure of both primary cooling system pump motors. In the shaft seizure case, the flow reduction is sudden, with 
the blocking of the flow coast down The motor failure cases, deal with the failure of one or two pump motor due 
to, for example, malfunction or interruption of power and differently of the shaft seizure it can be observed the 
flow coast down provided by the pump inertia. It is shown that after all initiating events the reactor reaches a 
safe new steady state keeping the integrity of the fuel elements. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (Comissão Nacional de Energia Nuclear - CNEN) is 
leading the project of Brazilian Multipurpose Reactor (BMR) envisaged to be projected, 
constructed and operated to attend the present Brazilian need for a multipurpose neutron 
source, which will be able to supply the demand of radioisotopes, carry out material tests and 
develop scientific, commercial, and medical applications with the use of neutron beams. 
BMR will have three main functions: radioisotope production (mainly molybdenum); fuel 
and material irradiation testing to support the Brazilian nuclear energy program; and it will 
provide neutron beams for scientific and applied research.  
 
Among the different types of research nuclear reactors, the open pool reactors are the most 
common and the most used, because of their great versatility, easy operation and safety. The 
reactors Osiris in France, and mainly the Australian research reactor Opal projected by 
Argentina and built in Australia are being used as initial references for the BMR project. 
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The thermal hydraulic system code RELAP5 has been developed for best estimate transient 
simulation of light water power reactor systems during postulated accidents. Recent works 
have demonstrated that the code can be also used with good results for thermal hydraulic 
analysis of research reactors as it can be verified in the present literature [1 - 9]. 
 
In the present work, a nodalization for the BMR core using the RELAP5/MOD3.3 and the 
most important components of the pool loop and core loop circuits are presented. Steady state 
simulation and some Loss of Flow Accidents have been performed. 
 
LOFA occurs when pumping power is lost stopping the coolant flow. The goal of this study 
is mainly to investigate the consequences in the mass flow rate in Primary Cooling System 
and the temperature history of the core, cladding, and pool as a function of time after the 
LOFA transient. 
 
 

2. BRAZILIAN MULTIPURPOSE REACTOR 
 
The BMR will be an open pool multipurpose research reactor using low enriched uranium 
fuel, with a neutron flux higher than 2 x 1014 n/(cm2s). The power is programmed to be 30 
MW. The reactor core will be compact using MTR fuel assembly type with planar plates and 
will be cooled and moderated by light water. A heavy water tank surrounds three quarters of 
the chimney in the core area working as a reflector and enabling the extraction of neutron 
beams and placement of materials for irradiation. In the remaining quarter there is beryllium 
that also works as a reflector. The heavy water temperature will be controlled by a dedicated 
cooling system.  
 
The reactor cooling has four circuits: Hot Water Layer (HWL), Primary Cooling System 
(PCS), Reactor Pool Cooling System (RPCS) and Reflector Cooling System (RCS). During 
normal operation at 30MW the PCS removes fission heat by forced upward circulation of 
demineralised water and transfers the heat to the Secondary Cooling System (SCS) via heat 
exchangers. The PCS also removes core decay heat by natural upward circulation of the 
water. 
 
The whole core structure will be located within a square cross-section “core chimney” which 
forms part of the primary cooling circuit. The core will be cooled by a flow of demineralised 
light water moving upwards through the core. In normal operation, the coolant is pumped 
through the core and then via pipes to a heat exchanger before returning to the core inlet.  
 
In order to reduce even more the radiation dose level inside the reactor building a heating and 
purification system maintains a non-active stable HWL at the top of the pool. The HWL is 
utilized to stratify the pool water and avoid the incidence of radioactive water in the pool 
surface and provides radiation shielding necessary to protect reactor staff, and also acts as a 
heat sink under certain abnormal conditions. The reactor will be able to shutdown either by: 
• the insertion of the six control plates into the core, 
• the partial drainage of the heavy water from the reflector vessel. 
 
Both shutdown systems are physically independent and diverse, as well as the 
instrumentation that actuates each system. The partial drainage of the heavy water from the 
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reflector vessel may be considered as a back-up system that is only necessary if the first 
system fails.  
 
Table 1 presents the main characteristics of BMR. Figure 1 shows the model of present 
concept of the BMR reactor [10] that was based in the Australian research reactor Opal [11]. 
The BMR pool is cylindrical with 12.8 m of high and 5.6 m of diameter.  
 
 

Table 1. General characteristics of BMR 
 

Reactor 
Nominal Power 30 MW 

Moderator and coolant Light water 
Reflector H2O, D2O, Beryllium 

Thermal and fast neutron flux in the core  
(higher than) 

2.0 x 1014 neutrons.cm-2.s-1 

Core 

Flow direction in core Upwards 

Control rods drive location Below core 
Grid array 6 x 5 

Dimensions 0.51 x 0.55 x 0.815 m 
Number of fuel and control elements 27 / 6 

Absorbing material Ag-ln-Cd 
Fuel assembly type MTR (LEU) 

Nuclear fuel U3 Si2-Al enriched at 20% 

Fuel density 4,8 gU/cm3 

Cooling 

Core and pool inlet coolant temperatures 311 / 306 K 
Mass flow rate from pool to core by 

chimney 
83.3 kg/s 

Core mass flow rate (inlet/outlet) 750.0 / 833.3 kg/s 
 
 
The core is constituted of 27 fuel assemblies, three experimental assemblies and six neutron-
absorbing plates that can move upwards and downwards as shown in Fig. 2.  
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Figure 1. BMR present concept. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Core details of BMR (values in cm). 
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3. THERMAL HYDRAULIC MODEL 
 
Figure 3 shows the RELAP5 nodalization developed to simulate BMR and Table 2 shows the 
correspondence between the main plant component and their equivalent node in the 
nodalization scheme. The pool was modelled using two pipes components (100 and 130) 
composed by twenty volumes each one. The heat generated by reactor in the one side of the 
pool (100) allows water circulation inside the pool through of the cross junctions between the 
pipes. Volume 140 is a branch component that represents the upper pool surface, which is in 
contact to the atmosphere. Volume 190 is a time dependent volume that simulates the 
atmosphere on the top of pool surface. 
 
The Reactor Pool Cooling System (RPCS) removes heat from the irradiation rigs in the 
reactor pool. The system comprises two pipes inside the pool, the long term pool cooling pipe 
(component 202) and a pipe (component 204). Components outside the pool are: a decay tank 
(components 222-226), a main pump (component 230), heat exchanger (component 234 - 
primary side), a three-way valve (simulated by valves 209 and 211) and associated 
components. The position of the three-way valve defines which of the two lines is connected 
to the pumping equipment to perform forced circulation. The rigs cooling branch has a pipe 
(component 204) that extends from the irradiation rig plenum below the reflector vessel and 
passes through the reactor pool boundary at level +7.00 m inside the pool. From there, it is 
connected to the three-way valve and then to the decay tank. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. BMR nodalization for RELAP5. 
 
 
 
The Primary Cooling System (PCS) comprises components 300 through 360 which are inside 
the pool and components 400 through 460 which are outside the reactor pool. Component 
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300 represent the core inlet lower plenum which conducts the light water to the core 
(component 316). The core has one hydrodynamic channel with only one Heat Structure (HS) 
associated to it representing all fuel plates. The heated water goes through the components 
320 and 330 where it is mixed with a small downward flow coming from the pool through the 
chimney (component 340). This flow corresponds about 10% of the total outlet flow of the 
core cooling system.  
 
In order to allow the establishment of natural circulation when the PCS pumps are not in 
operation, four flap valves are located in a line returning to the pool (component 360). One 
set of valves is located at level +7.00 m (components 363 and 364) and the other set, at level 
+5.80 m (367 and 368). These are both above the upper edge of the chimney at level +5.15 m 
(component 340). In the event of a loss of coolant when then the water level of the reactor 
pool drops, the upper flap valves and valve 353 (located above of reactor coolant outlet line - 
component 350) will act as siphon breakers and will prevent the water level to drops below 
the level of +7.00 m. The lower flap valves will open, thus creating the natural circulation 
cooling flow path. Valves 363 and 367 are of type trip valves and 364 and 368 are of type 
check valves. Both valves behave as on/off switch. Trip valves will open if the pool coolant 
level decreases up to +7.00 m. The check valves work obeying static pressure/flow-controlled 
check valve (by hysteresis effect) between the components connected to the valves. Only one 
of the two valves is required to provide sufficient flow to remove core decay heat. 
 
The main components outside the pool of PCS are: a tank for nitrogen-16 decay (components 
402-406), two parallel primary cooling pumps (components 410 and 412), the main heat 
exchanger (component 430 - primary side), valves (components 407, 409, 423 and 425), and 
piping components. 
 
 

Table 2. Main nodalization components and their input identifier number. 
 

Component  Identifier 
Reactor pool 100 and 130 
Reactor Pool Cooling System (RPCS) 201-239 
Reactor core 316 
Reactor chimney 340 
Primary Cooling System (PCS) 400-460 
Heavy water tank 500 
Reflector Cooling System (RCS) 500-530 
Natural Convention Valves (Flap Valves) 363, 364, 367 and 368 
Pool atmosphere simulator  190 
Decay tank of PCS 402-406 
Decay tank of RPCS 222-226 
Pumps of PCS 410 and 412 
Pump of RPCS 230 
Primary side heat exchanger of PCS 430 
Secondary side heat exchanger of PCS 800-820 
Primary side heat exchanger of RPCS 234 
Secondary side heat exchanger of RPCS 700-720 
Primary side heat exchanger of RCS 530 
Secondary side heat exchanger of RCS 900-920 
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The area located on level -5.00 m (under the pool ground level) accommodates the pumps of 
the cooling systems, heat exchangers and associated components of both circuits PCS and 
RPCS. The point kinetics model was used to estimate the fuel power in the simulations. 
 
 

4. STEADY STATE CALCULATION 
 
Several thermal hydraulic parameters in BMR like energy balance, the pool and the core 
mass flow circuits, the heat transfer in the heat exchangers and the heat generated in the core 
and in the pool, pressure drop in the core, core and pool temperature, and other parameters 
have not been defined in this project and constantly occurs changes on their values and 
definitions. Therefore there are not experimental data to compare with the results of 
RELAP5. However, the mass flow rate and temperature in the core has been defined [10], 
and therefore these values based in the Opal reactor have been used in the RELAP5 input. 
Table 3 shows the steady-state calculations with RELAP5 performed at 30 MW and the 
comparison with some references values [10]. As it can be seen in the Table 3, the coolant 
temperature in core inlet/outlet showed very good agreement with the reference. 
 
 

Table 3. Reference and calculated results for 30 MW power condition. 
 

Parameters Reference RELAP5 Error (%)* Acceptable 
Error (%) 

Core coolant 
temperatures 
(inlet/outlet) 

311 K / 320 K 311 K / 320 K 0.0/0.0 0.5 

Pool coolant 
temperatures 
(inlet/outlet) 

306 K / --- 307.02/ 312.33K 0.39 0.5 

Mass flow rate from 
pool to core by chimney 

83.3 kg/s 83.1 kg/s 0.24 2.0 

Core mass flow rate 
(inlet/outlet) 

750 / 833 kg/s 748 / 831  kg/s 0.18 / 0.19 2.0 

*Error = 100×(calculation−experimental)/experimental 
 
 

5. TRANSIENT CALCULATION 
 
Postulated Initiating Events (PIEs) are events that have the potential to challenge the safety 
limits of the plant. They are the initiators of fault sequences. The primary causes of a PIE 
may be equipment failure and operator errors (both within and external to the reactor facility) 
and human-induced or natural events. 
 
Following the guidance of the IAEA, a set of PIEs is assembled for assessment against the 
design of the Replacement Research Reactor. This list covers all aspects of the design, 
operation and utilization of research reactors [12]. 
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Each PIE was then assessed to determine whether or not it is relevant to the design of the 
Reactor Facility. If it was considered relevant, then it was considered a Design Basis 
Initiating Event (DBIE) [11]. 
 
A LOFA may arise through failures associated with the PCS pumps or events resulting in a 
decrease in the primary coolant flow with the PCS pumps working normally. Many types of 
loss of flow events were identified by PIEs, but only two types of loss of flow events were 
identified as the DBIEs. 
 
The two DBIEs  identified for analysis were: 
• single pump shaft seizure 
• failure of two pump motors 
 
Three transient cases were performed using the RELAP5 code to simulate LOFAs as 
described in the Table 4. 
 
 

Table 4. Simulated Cases in the PCS Pumps. 
 

Case Pump 410 Pump 412 Core cooling 
1 Motor failure Running Forced circulation 
2 Shaft seizure Running Forced circulation 
3 Motor failure Motor failure Fly-wheel controlled forced circulation/ 

natural circulation 
 
 
All transient events started at 20,000 seconds, after the simulation of steady state at 30 MW. 
Figure 4 shows the mass flow rate and the head of pump 412 evolution in the PCS pumps 
during a motor failure (case 1) and a shaft seizure (case 2). In case 1, the slow pump coast 
down provided a slow decrease in its mass flow for about 40 seconds. On the other hand, in 
case 2, the mass flow in pump 410 was interrupted immediately after the trip command 
causing a sudden reduction in flow, with the shaft seizure obstructing the flow coast down 
provided by the pump inertia. As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the fail in the pump 410 caused the 
mass flow increase in the parallel pump (412), in both cases. This fact can be explained by 
decrease of the pressure loss in the primary cooling loop due the mass flow rate decrease in 
this circuit; consequently this caused the pump head drop in the pump 412 and the increase in 
its mass flow rate, which characterizes a change of the operation point in the pump curve.  
 
Figure 5 shows the mass flow rate in core inlet for the three cases. The motor failure in both 
pumps (case 3) caused a very slow mass flow decrease in core inlet, for about 400 seconds 
(about ten times higher than case 1). The mass flow in core inlet to steady state is 750 kg/s, 
after of motor failure and shaft seizure in pump 410 (cases 1 and 2) reduced the mass flow for 
about 550 kg/s (73.3 % of steady state value). Forced circulation through the core reduces in 
accordance with the dynamics of the pump flywheel. During the first second of calculation, 
the evolution of the flow is governed by the abrupt seizure of the shaft of one of the pumps 
(410) in case 2. Thereafter, the flow rate reflects the new force balance between the torque of 
the slowing of the pump 412 and the losing in the circuit friction. 
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Figure 4. Mass flow rate evolution of pumps 410 and 412 
and pump 412 head in cases 1 and 2. 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Mass flow rate evolution in core inlet in all 
cases analyzed. 
 

 
Core coolant temperature outlet and cladding surface temperature (mid-height) in case 1, 
increased slowly for about 40 seconds up to reach the new steady state (Fig. 6), according to 
the slow mass flow reduction in core inlet (Fig. 5). On the other hand, in case 2, the coolant 
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temperature in core outlet and cladding surface temperature (mid-height) increased abruptly 
(in few seconds) and reached practically the same new steady state of that in the case 1. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Coolant temperature evolution in core outlet 
and cladding surface temperature in cases 1 and 2. 

 
 
 
In the case of both PCS pumps have a motor disconnection or failure, or if the power to the 
pump motors is lost (case 3), a very slow reduction in the mass flow in PCS is caused as it 
can be seen in Fig. 7. The Fig. 7 shows also the velocity curve of the pump 410. Such curve 
reached null velocity at about 400 seconds after the beginning of the transient in both pumps. 
The curve relative to the mass flow in the pump 412 and its velocity curve demonstrate the 
same behavior of the pump 410. 
 
To simulate the First Shutdown System (FSS) action (insertion of all control plates in core) 
using the RELAP5, it was inserted $10 of negative reactivity in 0.5 seconds of calculation, 
when the mass flow in core inlet decrease below 50% of steady state value. In the case 3, this 
happened at about 60 seconds after the pumps trip, as it can be verified in Fig. 8. The coolant 
temperature in the core outlet and cladding surface temperature (mid-height) reached about 
327 K and 372 K, respectively, after 60 seconds of transient. However, after the reactor 
shutdown, both temperatures dropped abruptly to new steady state values.  
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Figure 7. Mass flow rate (core and chimney inlet and reactor 
outlet) and pump velocity (410) evolution in case 3. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Coolant and cladding temperatures and reactor 
power evolution in case 3. 

 
 
 
Fig. 9 shows the mass flow rate in the core inlet and chimney inlet and the long term pool 
cooling system going into operation in case 3 for a interval of 100,000 s of calculation. At 
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about 380 s after the pumps trip, the mass flow in chimney inlet changes its direction, of 
downwards to upwards, as it can been verified in graphic final in Figure 7. This fact occurred 
due the mass flow interruption in reactor outlet and therefore the hot water generated in core 
rises and flow out by chimney causing the natural circulation. Automatically, the flap valves 
(364 and 368) open providing the cooling in reactor core. Both natural circulation valves 
provide about 12 kg/s of mass flow to the core, enough to ensure the heat removal from core.  
 
The long term pool cooling came into operation at about 44,000 seconds after the pumps trip 
as it can be seen in Fig. 9. The long term pool cooling mode of the RPCS provides an 
additional significant safety contribution by maintaining the reactor pool temperature within 
its nominal operating range. During the normal reactor shutdown state, the core cooling by 
natural circulation takes place while the RPCS extracts heat from the reactor pool in its long 
term pool cooling mode. Such pool cooling is not necessary to remove heat to ensure core 
integrity; it is only an additional safety parameter. This system acts (using a trip in the 
RELAP5 input desk) when the coolant temperature in the middle of the pool (100-10) reaches 
320 K (Figure 10).  
 
In the Long Term Pool Cooling mode, the pump takes water from the chimney just above the 
core (component 320). This position of the suction point for the RPCS has the advantage that 
it reduces the flow that, having gone through the core as a result of natural circulation, would 
otherwise reach the upper level of the pool. Thus, the flow is prevented from disturbing the 
Reactor Pool Hot Water Layer system. Moreover, due to its location above the core, the 
suction line of the long term pool cooling mode will receive a large portion of the core decay 
heat removed by natural circulation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Mass flow rate evolution showing natural 
circulation mode in case 3. 
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Figure 10 shows the coolant temperature in core outlet and two pool levels (100-10 and 100-
20). Both coolant temperatures increase slowly. However, when the long term pool cooling 
system works, the coolant temperature in the core outlet and in the pool mid-height begins to 
decrease slowly. On the other hand, the coolant temperature in pool top remains at the same 
temperature value before of long term pool cooling system to operate due to Hot Water Layer 
system. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Coolant temperature in core outlet and two pool 
levels in case 3. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Brazilian Multipurpose Reactor (BMR) will have many functions with the main 
utilization for production of radioisotopes to medical applications. Several characteristics of 
the OPAL reactor have been used in the initial project of the BMR. The development of the 
BMR is on phase of theoretical calculations.  
 
The thermal hydraulic model in BMR was presented in this work using RELAP5 code. After 
several tests, the steady state operation condition was reached at 30 MW with all thermal 
hydraulic parameters in stable behavior. Thereafter, a Loss of Flow Accident (LOFA) was 
simulated. 
 
Three cases of Primary Cooling System (PCS) pumps were simulated being: pump motor 
failure (case 1), pump shaft seizure (case 2) and pump motor failure in two pumps (case 3). 
The analysis of the loss of flow transients shows that the reactor remains in a safe operation 
state for the cases studied. Cases 1 and 2 didn’t caused the action of First Shutdown System 
(FSS), because the mass flow in core inlet was above of level established , and the reactor 
reached a safe new steady state. The simultaneous failure of both PCS pump motors (case 3) 
lead to a safe shutdown state, with the reactor operating in natural circulation cooling mode. 
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During the transient after the failure of both pump motors, the temperature of the fuel 
assembly cladding remains below the onset of nucleate boiling value and the coolant didn’t 
reach the saturation temperature. 
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